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Knowledge of the diffraction losses in higher-order modes of large optical cavities is essential for predicting
three-mode parametric photon–phonon scattering, which can lead to mechanical instabilities in long-baseline
gravitational wave detectors. We explore different numerical methods in order to determine the diffraction
losses of the higher-order optical modes. Diffraction losses not only affect the power buildup inside the cavity
but also influence the shape and frequency of the mode, which ultimately affect the parametric instability gain.
Results depend on both the optical mode shape (order) and the mirror diameter. We also present a physical
interpretation of these results. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.1940, 120.2230, 120.3180.
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. INTRODUCTION
o detect gravitational waves, large laser interferometers
ave been built with arms formed by Fabry–Perot cavities
tretching up to 4 km. The actual interferometers are
ery close to their design sensitivity, but this may still not
e enough to detect gravitational waves. To increase their
ensitivity, advanced laser interferometer gravitational
ave detectors will require much higher circulating opti-

al power. The high power increases the high-frequency
�100 Hz� sensitivity but also enhances undesired effects
ncluding the possibility of parametric instability, which
as first predicted by Braginsky et al.1 with further study
y Kells and D’Ambrosio2 and Zhao et al.3

Parametric instabilities in advanced gravitational
ave interferometers are predicted to arise because of a

hree-mode optoacoustic resonant scattering process in
hich the cavity fundamental mode w0 scatters with test
ass acoustic modes wm and optical cavity modes w1,
hich satisfy the condition w0�wm+w1. The parametric
ain R0 for this process determines whether the system is
table �R0�1� or unstable �R0�1�. Three-mode optoa-
oustic parametric processes have not yet been observed.
owever, two-mode processes that also couple optical and
echanical degrees of freedom via radiation pressure

ave been observed in resonant bar gravitational wave
etectors with microwave resonator readouts.4 More re-
ently they have been observed in optical microcavities
1084-7529/07/061731-11/$15.00 © 2
ith very high Q5 and low frequencies in a short ��1 m�
uspended optical cavity.6 In all these cases the mechani-
al mode frequency is within the electromagnetic mode
inewidth.

It has been shown that for an Advanced Laser Interfer-
meter Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) type of
nterferometer with fused-silica test masses the paramet-
ic gain R0 will typically have a value of �10 (see Ref. 7).
he parametric gain scales directly as the mechanical Q

actor of the test masses and the optical Q factor of
igher-order modes. Hence errors in the Q factor of
igher-order modes directly affect the estimation of R0.
hus it is very important to have an accurate estimation
f the diffraction losses of the modes. Equation (1) shows
he parametric gain in a power-recycled interferometer:

R0 �
2PQm

McLwm
2 � Q1�1

1 + �w1
2/�1

2 −
Q1a�1a

1 + �w1a
2 /�1a

2 � . �1�

ere P is the total power inside the cavity, M is the mass
f the test mass, Q1�a� are the quality factors of the Stokes
anti-Stokes) modes, Qm is the quality factor of the acous-
ic mode, �1�a�=w1�a� /2Q1�a� corresponds to the relaxation
ate, L is the cavity length, �w1�a�=w0−w1�a�−wm is the
ossible detuning from the ideal resonance case, and �
1

007 Optical Society of America
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nd �1a are the overlap factors between optical and
coustic modes. The overlap factor is defined as1

�1�a� =

V�� f0�r���f1�a��r���uzdr���2

� �f0�2dr��� �f1�a��2dr��� �u� �2dV

. �2�

ere f0 and f1�a� describe the optical field distribution over
he mirror surface for the fundamental and Stokes (anti-
tokes) modes, respectively, u� is the spatial displacement
ector for the mechanical mode, and uz is the component
ormal to the mirror surface. The integrals 	dr�� and 	dV
orrespond to integration over the mirror surface and
irror volume, respectively.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that diffraction

osses can be estimated by the clipping approximation. In
his approximation it is assumed that the mode shape is
ot altered by the finite-mirror geometry and that the dif-
raction loss is simply determined by the fraction of the
ode that overlaps the mirror.
It has been demonstrated, for the fundamental mode of
two-mirror symmetric cavity, that the geometry of the

ystem determines whether the clipping approximation
verestimates or underestimates the diffraction losses.8,9

reliminary work by D’Ambrosio10 indicates that the clip-
ing approximation is not valid for this particular case.
or this reason we have undertaken careful numerical
odeling of the mode losses based on the free propagation

f the beams inside a long-baseline interferometer. Using
ast Fourier transform (FFT) simulations, we determine
he diffraction losses inside the main arms of a proposed
dvanced interferometer configuration. We present re-
ults for typical arm cavity design for advanced interfer-
meters, based on the proposed design of Advanced LIGO.

We show that for these very large cavities the mode fre-
uencies are shifted by a significant amount and that the
ize of the mirror not only affects the diffraction losses
ut also the cavity gain, mode frequency, Q factor, and the
ode shape. All these parameters are necessary to deter-
ine the overlap factor � and greatly affect the predicted

arametric gain R0.
First, we introduce the FFT simulation method to

imulate the behavior of a Gaussian beam inside a cavity.
n the next section this is applied to calculate the diffrac-
ion losses from Hermite–Gaussian (HG) and Laguerre–
aussian (LG) modes in an advanced gravitational wave
etector arm cavity, analyzing also the limits of the
ethod. In Section 4 these results are compared with re-

ults from eigenvalue simulations. We also analyze the
hange in diffraction losses when using finite mirrors of
ifferent sizes, including their impact on the optical gain
nd mode frequency, the optical Q factor, and mode shape.

. DIFFRACTION LOSSES
iffraction losses occur in any optical cavity with finite-

ize optics, even if the mirrors are large compared with
he Gaussian spot size. The larger the Fresnel number,
he weaker is the field intensity at the edge of the mirror
nd the smaller the power loss due to diffraction loss.11,12
If we consider a Fabry–Perot cavity (such as the pro-
osed Advanced LIGO arm cavities) with mirrors of diam-
ter 2a and spot size radius �, we can say that only those
odes of order less than the ratio of the two areas will os-

illate inside the cavity with relatively low losses13:

Nmax � � �a2

�w2� . �3�

We use the proposed design of Advanced LIGO as a
ase in point. It has mirrors of 34 cm diameter with a spot
ize of approximately 6 cm, which gives us Nmax=8.03.
herefore we will analyze modes up to the eighth order.
e can expect that the cavity losses for higher-order
odes will rapidly increase with mode number.
The clipping approximation determines the part of the

igher-order mode spot size that will fall outside the mir-
or’s surface when the mode shape itself is due to that of
n infinite-diameter mirror. The diffraction loss in each
eflection of a cavity mode off a mirror is given by

Dclip =�
a

	

�U�r��22�dr. �4�

ere U�r� is the normalized field of a HG or LG mode
ith infinite-size mirrors integrated outside a mirror of
iameter 2a.
It is already known that the clipping approximation

ields a smaller loss than the calculations based on FFT
ethods for the TEM00 mode in a long optical cavity. The
FT method enables the mode shape changes due to the
nite mirror sizes to be estimated and hence enables a
uch better approximation of the diffraction losses. A

ood explanation of this method can be found in Ref. 14
nd a more general explanation in Ref. 15.
The following calculation relates the internal power to

he diffraction losses due to finite-size mirrors. Let Ti, Di,
nd Li be the transmission, diffraction, and dielectric
osses, respectively, for the input test mass (ITM) and Te,

e, and Le be the corresponding values for the end test
ass (ETM). The finesse of such cavity can then be calcu-

ated as16

F 

2�

Ti + Di + Li + Te + De + Le
. �5�

Since we are interested in the effects of the diffraction
osses over the circulating power inside the cavity in
teady state, we assume perfect mode matching for the in-
ut beam. Therefore the peak value for the circulating in-
ensity in a purely passive cavity at resonance can be
ritten as17

Icirc �
4�Ti + Li�

�Ti + Di + Li + Te + De + Le�2Iinc. �6�

n the case of infinite-size mirrors there are no diffraction
osses; then Di=De=0.

For our simulations we use the following values, which
oincide with proposed parameters for Advanced LIGO in-
erferometers, where T =5000 ppm (parts per million),
i
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e=1 ppm, and Li=Le=15 ppm.18 In this case it is clear
hat the major loss contribution comes from the transmis-
ion losses of the ITM.

Note that Eq. (6) does not contain a mode-matching pa-
ameter because of the assumption of perfect mode
atching. This assumption allows us to refer the incident

eam to the cavity waist; this simplifies the analysis.
To calculate the diffraction losses, we use a lossless cav-

ty in parallel with the cavity under study. After each
ound trip the resulting beam is normalized and propa-
ated into a lossless cavity; this cavity has the same char-
cteristics of the cavity under study but with lossless mir-
ors. In such cavity, diffraction losses are the only cause of
ower loss. Therefore we can calculate the diffraction
osses per round trip using Eq. (7), where Pj

Norm corre-
ponds to the normalized total circulating power per
ound trip:

Dclip = 1 − Pj
Norm. �7�

n the case of an infinite-sized mirror, Pj
Norm is always 1,

ence no diffraction losses. This method proved to be
ore accurate than measuring the diffraction losses on

very round trip using the incremental power of every
ound trip as shown in Eq. (8):

D = �1 −
pj

pj−1
� − �Ti + Li + Te + Le�. �8�

ere pj corresponds to the power contribution of round
rip j. Therefore pj−1 corresponds to the power contribu-
ion of the previous round trip. This method is more sus-
eptible to numerical errors due to the digitization of the
eam.
A third way to estimate the diffraction losses is to cal-

ulate the eigenvalues for the cavity. At the end of Sub-
ection 4.A we comment on the verification of our results
ased on comparison with eigenvalue calculations. Eigen-
alues 
mn are such that after one round trip the eigen-
odes will satisfy the simplified round-trip propagation

xpression19


mnUmn�x,y� =�� K�x,y,x0,y0�Umn�x0,y0�dx0dy0. �9�

The magnitude of the eigenvalues due to the round-trip
osses will be less than unity. Therefore we can calculate
he power loss per round trip as

Power loss per round trip = 1 − �
mn�2. �10�

e now go on to present the details of our FFT simulation
ethods.

. FFT SIMULATION
ince each mode has a different resonant frequency de-
ending on the order of the mode, we must analyze each
ode separately. The first step is to generate the mode we

re interested in. Part of the study also includes the com-
arison between HG and LG modes. For simplicity the
ode is generated at the waist of the cavity. HG modes

re given by
Um,n�x,y,z� = � 1

2�
�1/2�exp�j�2m + 2n + 1���z�

2m2nm ! n ! w�z�2

� Hm� �2x

w�z��Hn� �2y

w�z��
�exp�− j2kz − jk�x2 + y2

2R�z� � −
x2 + y2

w�z�2 � .

�11�

ere m and n correspond to the order of the transverse
odes, w�z� is the spot size radius, R�z� is the beam ra-

ius of curvature, ��z� is the Gouy phase shift, k is the
avenumber, and Hm�� is the mth-order Hermite polyno-
ial.
LG modes are also a valid representation of the higher-

rder modes, this time in cylindrical coordinates rather
han rectangular, and are given by

Ul,m�r,,z� =� 4l!

�1 + �0,m���l + m�!

�� exp�j�2l + m + 1���z�

w�z� �
�cos�m�� �2r

w�z��m

Ll,m� 2r2

w�z�2�
�exp�− jkz − jz

r2

2R�z�
−

r2

w�z�2� . �12�

ere l corresponds to the radial index and m to the azi-
uthal mode index, Ll,m�� are the generalized Laguerre

olynomials, �0,m=1 if m=0, and �0,m=0 if m�0. The rest
f the variables are the same as in the HG modes.

The Fourier transform corresponds to the transforma-
ion of the beam profile into a spatial-frequency domain.
e can create a propagation matrix based on an expan-

ion of the optical beam in a set of infinite plane waves
raveling in slightly different directions,20 given by

A�p,q,zL� = exp�− jkzL + j���p2 + q2�zL, �13�

here zL corresponds to the distance that we will propa-
ate the beam and p and q are the coordinates in the Fou-
ier space or the spatial frequencies. To apply this propa-
ation matrix, it is also necessary to transform the field of
he input beam by using a two-dimensional FFT. The Fou-
ier transform of a Gaussian function is always another
aussian transform of the same order, i.e.,

F�U�x,y,z�� =�� U�x,y,z�e−jpx e−jqydxdy, �14�

nd the inverse Fourier transform is then written as

F−1�U�p,q,z�� = � 1

2�
�2�� U�p,q,z�ejpx ejqydpdq.

�15�

Once the beam has been propagated by multiplying
oint to point both the field matrix and the propagation
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atrix, we can transform the field back to the time do-
ain using the two-dimensional inverse FFT. If z0 is the

ropagation starting point, then the final field corre-
ponds to

U�x,y,zL� = F−1�F�U�x,y,z0� � A�p,q,zL��. �16�

Thus, this method basically consists of transforming
he input field into the Fourier domain in two dimensions
nd propagation of this field along the z axis. Then the re-
ulting field is transformed back to the time domain using
he inverse FFT. Based on this principle, we developed
ur own code in MATLAB, which allowed us to propagate
he field and to reflect it off the mirror surface. Two inde-
endent codes were developed, one at the University of
estern Australia (UWA) and the other at the California

nstitute of Technology (Caltech), for the purpose of veri-
cation of results. For the simulation we assume a perfect
urface for the test masses, but any imperfection can eas-
ly be added. Starting from the waist of the cavity, we
ropagate the beam down to the ETM where it is reflected
rom the mirror surface and propagate it back through
he waist to the ITM. Here part of the beam is transmit-
ed out of the cavity through the substrate, and the rest is
eflected back to the waist of the cavity, completing the
ound trip. This is then iterated until the power inside the
avity has reached the steady state.

To calculate the diffraction losses for different higher-
rder modes, it was necessary first to make the modes
esonant inside the cavity. Starting from a nominal value
f 4 km for the cavity length, we move the ETM away
rom the ITM up to a maximum of half the laser wave-
ength ��=1.064�10−6 m� until we find the cavity length
hat maximizes the circulating power for a particular
ode. For each small step that the ETM is moved, several

ound trips are done to calculate the power built up inside
he cavity. Once the cavity is set at the resonance length,
e propagate the mode inside the cavity for several round

rips until the circulating power reaches the steady state,
hich corresponds to the maximum circulating power.
Most of the calculations presented here were done us-

ng a 128�128 element grid. This proved to be good for
he calculations of the parameters we are interested in,
or the different modes. However, it was observed that for
igher-order modes (order higher than 6) a grid of 128
128 is not enough when mirrors of infinite size are used,

ue to aliasing. In those cases we increased the size of the
rid to 256�256, using also finer elements. Another op-
ion could have been the use of antialiasing filters or an
daptive grid.

ig. 1. Advanced LIGO substrate dimensions for ITM and ET
ttachment. From LIGO drawing D040431-B.
. RESULTS
o determine the parametric instability gain, we need to
now more than just the diffraction losses of the higher-
rder modes. Therefore we also calculated the optical
ain, the frequency, and the optical Q factor of each mode.
e also examined the mode shapes and how they change
ith the size of the mirrors. In each case the calculations
ere done separately for each mode. We explored the
ariation of the size of the mirrors that form the cavity,
hile keeping the mirror radius of curvature and losses

onstant. The results were crossed checked between UWA
nd Caltech, with very good agreement between both
imulations. A cavity formed by two mirrors with the
osses previously mentioned and a constant radius of cur-
ature of 2076 m at a nominal length of 4000 m was as-
umed for these simulations. On each simulation a pair of
irrors of the same diameter was used. For all our simu-

ations it was assumed that the substrate of the test
asses will have two flat sides proportional to the sub-

trate diameter for suspension attachment as shown in
ig. 1. We also assumed that the mirror coating covers the
hole front surface of the test mass (surface 1 in Fig. 1).

. Diffraction Losses
he diffraction losses for different modes for varying mir-
or size are presented in Fig. 2. As expected, the diffrac-
ion losses are the same for modes of order 1, such as
G01, HG10, and LG01. For HG modes the order number

s given by �m+n� while for LG modes the order number
s given by �2l+m�.

It is clear (as previously shown by Fox and Li in Ref.
1) that the higher the order of the mode, the higher is
he loss, especially for smaller mirrors (smaller Fresnel
umber). Diffraction losses can be separately analyzed by
he order of the mode, but when the order of the mode in-
reases we need to take into account the symmetry of the
odes. For example, mode HG60 is mainly distributed

long one axis compared with HG33, which is of the same
rder but is evenly distributed on the mirror’s surface. In
uch a case and due to the energy distribution of each
ode the losses for mode HG33 are much smaller than

hose for mode HG60.
From Fig. 2 we can deduce that when the order of the
ode is increased the grouping of the diffraction losses

preads out due to the different symmetries of the modes.
f we compare the diffraction losses of modes of orders 6
nd 7 [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)], we notice that there is an over-
ap of some modes. Therefore the low-loss modes of order

masses showing the flat sides of the test mass for suspension
M test
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such as LG07 have lower diffraction losses than the
igh-loss modes of order 6, namely, LG22 and LG30.
Even though it is difficult to distinguish in Fig. 2,
odes HG11 and LG02 have almost the same losses. This

s easy to explain, since we can see in Fig. 3 that LG02

ig. 2. (Color online) Diffraction losses for different higher-order
in ascendant orders from HG00 to LG20. For clarity we separa

ogether for comparison.

ig. 3. Intensity profile at the ITM in a mirror of diameter 34 c
G02 in the middle. Also for comparison the energy distribution
orresponds to HG11 twisted by 45 deg (or vice versa),
nd they are therefore orthogonal to each other. Therefore
he difference in diffraction losses comes from the fiat
ides of the test mass affecting differently each mode. It is
lso interesting to notice that the highest loss is in mode

s. Starting from the top left corner, we present modes up to order
esent modes of orders 5, 6, and 7. HG and LG modes are plotted

the left-hand side we can see mode HG11, compared with mode
e LG10 is presented on the right-hand side.
mode
tely pr
m. On
of mod
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G10, which is a more symmetric one but has more en-
rgy at the edge of the mirror, compared with other
econd-order modes.

We have compared our results with calculations of the
iffraction losses using the cavity eigenvalues by Agresti
rom Caltech.21 He calculated the diffraction losses for
everal LG modes. His results are in very close agreement
ith the results here presented. The average difference
etween the FFT simulation and the eigenvalue approxi-
ation is of 1%, while the biggest difference is less than

% for lower-order modes. However, his calculations were
one for a previous design of Advanced LIGO test masses
ith smaller mirrors of 31.4 cm in diameter, which we
lso use for comparison.
In parallel with the FFT simulations and the eigen-

alue calculations done at Caltech, we did our own eigen-
alue calculations based on an eigenvector method pro-
osed by Yuanying et al.22 The results obtained through
his method showed that in a perfectly aligned cavity with
ylindrical test masses (circular mirrors) only LG modes
nd their rotated orthogonal modes will resonate. How-
ver, the need to suspend the mirrors requires the test
asses to have two flat sides, as can be seen in Fig. 1

LIGO Technical Document D040431-B). This breaks the
ymmetry.

As the circular symmetry is broken when solving with
he eigenvector method for this cavity, it shows that HG
odes are now part of the eigenvector solution of this cav-

ty. Therefore HG modes are partially supported by the
avity even if it is perfectly aligned. However, these
odes are mainly distributed along the horizontal axis

ligned with the flat sides of the test mass. The symmetry
reak not only changes the eigenvector and eigenvalue so-
ution for this system but also induces a particular orien-
ation of the higher-order mode that minimizes the dif-
raction losses.

The main difference with the eigenvector method is
hat in the FFT simulation we can choose which mode we

ig. 4. (Color online) Comparison of diffraction losses obtained
dvanced LIGO-type cavity.
re going to propagate inside the cavity. The FFT simula-
ion allows the mode to change its shape while it propa-
ates inside the cavity. To determine when the mode
hape is stable, we calculate the nonorthogonality be-
ween the input and the circulating beam, this subject to
he finesse of the mode and the power to build up in the
avity. Therefore the mode labels in the graphs corre-
pond to the input mode used in the FFT simulation and
o not necessarily correspond to that of the final mode
hape.

Figure 4 shows the diffraction loss results obtained
ith both methods. The results are in close agreement,
ut we noticed that some of the modes that we injected
re not supported by the cavity. These modes, in fact, do
ot appear in the eigenvector method; moreover, we can
ee that those modes are the ones in which their mode
hape changes into a lower-loss mode of the same order.
his explains why modes HG15, HG24, and HG33 all
ave losses similar to those of mode LG06. We further
nalyze the mode shape changes in Subsection 4.D.

. Optical Gain
onsidering the parameters here presented for Advanced
IGO-type optical cavities, the optical gain of the main
rms is about 800. Assuming infinite-size mirrors and the
osses already presented for this cavity, the gain that we
btain from the simulations is close to 793. Using mirrors
f finite size increases the diffraction losses, thus reduc-
ng the gain. This can also be deduced from Eq. (6).

For a given finite mirror size the higher the order of the
ode, the higher the diffraction losses. This in turn
eans lower optical gain and lower finesse for the higher-

rder mode, which as a consequence implies a reduction of
he circulating power. Figure 5 shows the optical gain for
ome of the HG and LG modes. The figure shows how the
ain of each order changes with the mirror size (or
resnel number). The fundamental mode does not change
uch, but as the order of the mode increases the diffrac-

FFT simulations and the eigenvector method for the proposed
with
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ion losses increase, reducing the gain. With infinite-size
irrors, all the modes have the same gain, since there are
o diffraction losses.
Using the nominal Advanced LIGO mirror size (34 cm

iameter), we can plot the optical gain versus mode num-
er as shown in Fig. 6. Here we notice how the gain is re-
uced for a particular mirror size when the order of the
ode increases. Again, we can see the dependency on the

nergy distribution and symmetry of the mode.
The gain reduction due to the finite size of the mirrors

an also be appreciated in Fig. 7, which shows the effect
n the intensity profile of mode HG40. We can see how the
ptical gain is reduced with the size of the mirrors. The
se of smaller mirrors increases the diffraction losses,

eading to smaller gain as shown in Table 1. This effect is
ven stronger in higher-order modes.

. Mode Frequency
s previously mentioned, the calculation of the resonance

ength was done by moving the ETM away from the ITM

ig. 5. (Color online) Cavity optical gain for some HG modes of
ifferent orders. The modes have been plotted in descendant or-
er, starting from the top with HG00 to finish with HG70 at the
ottom. HG and LG modes are plotted together for comparison.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Optical gain variation fo
ntil the circulating power is maximized. The resonance
ength is different for each mode, but when the mirror
ize was changed a minor variation in resonance length
as noticed. This suggests that mirrors of different sizes
ill also alter the resonance conditions of the cavity, thus

hanging the mode frequency. It is well known that the
requency shift for higher-order modes is given by23

v0

�
�m + n�arccos��g1g2� for HG modes, �17�

v0

�
�2l + m�arccos��g1g2� for LG modes. �18�

ere v0 corresponds to the free spectral range in hertz
nd g1 and g2 correspond to the stability factor of each
irror, defined as g= �1−L /R�, L being the cavity length

nd R being the radius of curvature of the mirror. Thus to
alculate the frequency separation of a higher-order mode

er-order modes for a mirror diameter of 34 cm.

ig. 7. (Color online) Intensity profile variation of mode HG40
ue to different mirror sizes.
r high
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ith respect to the fundamental mode, we use the follow-
ng relation:

��f

�l� =
1

L
fYAG +

N

�

c

2L2

1

�2LR − L2�1/2 , �19�

here �f corresponds to the frequency variation of the
ode, �l is the cavity length variation, and fYAG is the
d:YAG laser fundamental mode frequency. Here N
�m+n+1� for HG modes, N= �2l+m+1� for LG modes, c
orresponds to the speed of light in vacuum, and R is the
adius of curvature of the mirrors. We note that in reality
he laser is locked to the TEM00 cavity mode. Equation
19) is a special case for cavities with two mirrors of the
ame radius of curvature and as a consequence with g1
g2.
Using expressions (17) and (18), the mode separation

er mode order using the proposed Advanced LIGO pa-
ameters is 4.593 kHz. According to our simulations, this
s true only when mirrors of infinite size are used. The use
f mirrors of finite size introduces diffraction losses that
ot only reduce the circulating power but also shift the
requency of the higher-order modes.

Table 1. Diffraction Losses and Cavity Optical
Gain of Mode HG40 for Different Mirror Sizes

Mirror Diameter
(cm)

Diffraction Losses
(ppm) Optical Gain

28 116022 1.37
30 52437 6.07
32 19256 34.01
34 5315 187.40
36 1506 469.50

ig. 8. Modes of order 7 as they will look in an infinite-size mir
odes. (a)–(d) Modes HG07, HG16, HG25, and HG34; (e)–(h) mo
First we consider the fundamental mode where the fre-
uency deviations are negligible, of the order of milli-
ertz. The smallest mirror in our simulations is 28 cm in
iameter. In this case the frequency variation from the
nfinite-mirror case is about 24�10−3 Hz, which, com-
ared with the laser fundamental mode frequency is a
ariation of 10−17. For a mirror of 34 cm in diameter the
requency variation is reduced to 1.9�10−3 Hz.

These results show clear agreement with the diffrac-
ion losses for modes of order 7 shown in Fig. 2(d). The
ptional modes are shown in Fig. 8, and their frequency
hift is shown in Table 2. The highest diffraction losses
re from mode LG31, while the lowest losses are from
ode LG07, which also has the smallest frequency varia-

ions from the infinite-mirror case. These results show
hat the frequency depends not only on the mode order
ut also on the symmetry and energy distribution of the
ode subject to the size of the mirror. The frequency

ariation will also have an impact on the possible para-
etric instability calculations. Figure 9 shows the fre-

uency variations for the higher-order modes in the pro-
osed cavity with mirrors of 34 cm in diameter.
Cavity losses define the optical Q factor, which for any

iven mode is given by

Q =
w

2�T
. �20�

ere w corresponds to the frequency of the mode and �T
orresponds to the relaxation rate of that particular
ode.1 Therefore it is expected that the higher the dif-

raction losses, the lower the optical Q of that mode. The
factor of the optical modes has a direct effect on the

arametric gain R0; therefore a reduction of this factor
ill also reduce the parametric gain. The Q factor of the

erefore no diffraction losses or mode shape changes affect these
07, LG15, LG23, and LG31.
ror. Th
des LG
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Table 2. Frequency Shift of Modes of Order 7 for Different-Size Mirrors Compared with the Frequency of
the Same Mode with Use of Infinite-Size Mirrors

�freq

Mirror
Diameter (cm)

HG70
(Hz)

HG61
(Hz)

HG52
(Hz)

HG43
(Hz)

LG07
(Hz)

LG15
(Hz)

LG23
(Hz)

LG31
(Hz)

28 3466 1658 1345 1277 1251 2715 3735 4213
30 2144 799 686 659 649 1584 2324 2698
32 897 282 248 237 233 688 1127 1371
34 317 103 70 64 61 215 400 515
36 73 59 34 25 21 76 145 189
ig. 9. Frequency variations from the theoretical value (infinite-size mirror) for each higher-order mode when finite-size mirrors of

iameter 34 cm are used.
Fig. 10. (Color online) Optical Q factor for the higher-order modes in the proposed cavity.
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ptical modes will also have a dependency on the size of
he mirrors, since both the frequency and the losses de-
end on the size of the mirror as well. Figure 10 shows
he optical Q factor for the higher-order modes for the
4 cm diameter mirrors. Here we can see that the Q factor
ollows the same trend as in the optical gain, which also is
nversely proportional to the total losses of the cavity.

. Mode Shape
igher-order modes have a more spread-out intensity
rofile. As a consequence, depending on the symmetry of
he mode, it will cover a larger area of the mirror’s sur-
ace. This not only causes high diffraction losses due to
he energy loss per round trip but in some cases it also
istorts the mode. The overlap parameter � used to cal-
ulate the parametric gain R0 depends on the mode dis-
ribution over the mirror’s surface.3

An interesting case is mode HG33. This mode resonates
nd keeps its shape inside the cavity if the mirrors are of
nfinite size [Fig. 11(a)], but when finite-size mirrors are
sed the mode is completely distorted, and after a few
ound trips it does not look like a mode HG33 anymore
ut more like mode LG06, although twisted by 30 deg and
hus orthogonal to LG06, as can be seen in Fig. 11. The
istorted mode HG33 still shows some features from the
riginal mode such as the small energy distribution at the
enter of the intensity profile. However, it is easy to see
he similarity and why the diffraction losses are higher
or mode HG33 due to the energy loss at the edge of the
irror.
The interpretation is that even if we forced mode HG33

nto a perfectly aligned cavity it will not resonate inside
he cavity and will give rise to a twisted LG06 mode [Fig.
1(b)]. This mode will also be one of the eigenvectors of
he cavity, since it is orthogonal to the original LG06
hown in Fig. 11(c). Similar effects were observed for
odes HG43 and HG52.

. CONCLUSIONS
e have shown how the diffraction losses of various
odes in large optical cavities depend on the diameter of

ig. 11. (a) Intensity profile of mode HG33 in infinite-sized mi
4 cm. (b) The intensity profile of mode HG33 on the ITM at the
nite-sized mirrors.
he mirrors. Moreover, they also depend on the shape of
he mirrors. We show that the predicted mode frequencies
re also offset from the infinite-mirror case by up to a few
ilohertz. The diffraction losses are needed to determine
he optical Q factor of each mode, and this, combined with
ode frequency data, is necessary to estimate the possi-

ility of parametric instabilities, through the calculation
f the parametric gain. We have shown that finite-size
irrors significantly alter the shape of the higher-order
odes, and, due to high diffraction losses on each round

rip, also the optical gain is reduced. The mode shape
ariations affect the overlap integral calculation, which
etermines the optoacoustic coupling in the parametric
nstability calculations.

We point out that in a power-recycled interferometer
he design of the power-recycling cavity can vary the cou-
ling losses so as to increase the high-order mode losses.
he high-order losses can never be less than the diffrac-

ion losses predicted here. However, it is also true in the
ase of coupled cavities the mode shape could be signifi-
antly altered (compared with the single-cavity modes
onsidered here), and this could vary the diffraction
osses. The presence of a signal-recycling cavity can also
ffect the parametric instability.
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the simulations. (c) The intensity profile of mode LG06 also for
rrors.
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